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Background on GPCo 

• Expert engineering services for wind farm 

development (e.g., Le Nordais)

• Wind resource assessments

• Renewable energy software development (e.g., 

RETScreen)

• Assessment of effects of icing on wind turbines 

and selection of mitigation technologies (e.g., BC 

Hydro and NEWIND)



Outline

1. Review types of atmospheric icing

2. Examine performance of existing 

anemometers and vanes

3. Look at present and future efforts in ice 

detection and measurement



Is Icing a Problem?

• Turbine manufacturers are partly right: icing is not 
a problem at most sites, even in cold climates

• Mountainous sites are the exception: resource 
measurement difficult and power losses can 
reduce turbine production by 10 to 20%
– Arctic hills (Yukon, Finland): rime

– Lower latitude sites: rime and glaze

• As good sites become harder to find, wind farms 
will move up the slopes, and icing will be more 
problematic



Nature of Mountain Icing
• Supercooled water droplets depositing:

– Rime (cold; low to moderate flux of water)

– Glaze (warm; high flux of water)

• Wet snow (wetted by supercooled water droplets)

Photo: Glenn Erho, BC Hydro[McKay, 1969: Kuroiwa, 1965]



What does wind resource assessment 

in an icing environment entail?

1) Measuring wind speed and direction

– Keeping instruments free of ice

2) Measuring useable wind resource

– Measuring data that will tell us:

• When is ice accreting?

• How much ice and what type?

• When is it melting, sublimating, or shedding?



Regular Anemometers in Icing 

Environments

• Anemometers very sensitive to icing

– 1 to 2 mm of ice will seriously affect 

aerodynamics

– A few granules of ice can cause moving parts to 

bind on each other

• Examination of the data does not always 

reveal when the instruments are iced

– May underestimate the wind resource



History of Heated Instruments

• Early 1980’s: regular anemometers with radiant 
heaters (infrared lamps and stove-top elements)
– Bad aerodynamics, ineffective at preventing icing, 

melted lexan cups and frequent heater failures

• 2nd Generation: bearing heating
– Melts internal icing following condensation in cool, 

humid environments (low risk lowlands in Europe)

– Not for serious icing environments

• 3rd Generation: all surfaces electrically heated
– Thermostat maintains body above freezing



Performance of Fully Heated 

Rotational Instruments
• Stay ice-free in severe icing environments

• Designs deviating from classic 3 cup anemometer:
– Poor accuracy in slope winds

– High starting threshold

– High distance constant: dynamic overspeeding in gusts?

• Approx. 10 times cost of unheated instruments

• Require a power source (cost and complexity)

• Certain models need frequent bearing maintenance

• Calibration difficult due to tunnel blockage



Comparison of 3 Fully Heated 

Rotational Instruments

< 0.5 m/s1.1 to 4 m/s2.2 m/sStarting threshold

0.9 kg1.5 kg5 kgWeight

GoodOkayPoorOff axis response

1.5 m7.6 m58 mDistance constant

YesNoNot at allClassical design

RarelyAlmost neverNever?Ices over:

70 W200 W1500 WMax. Heating

Vaisala 

WAA25

NRG Ice 

Free II

Hydro Tech 

WS-3



Other Heated Instruments

• Vanes: pose few problems

• Solid state instruments: several reports of 

unexplained inaccuracies

• Sonic instruments: still unproven in icing 

environments

– Often heating power is too low

– High errors with small amount of icing

– One device showed directional dependence and 

inability to measure winds above 23 m/s



Power for Heated Instruments

• Grid connection if lucky

• Autonomous power supplies add cost and 

complexity

– Two 400 W turbines with batteries ($6000)

• What happens when turbines ice up?

– Genset and batteries (+ turbines if desired)

• Thermal management of genset

• Theft, reliability, fuel transport, cost, etc.



Beyond Anemometry: What is 

useful wind resource?
• Wind that blows when turbine is iced up is not 

useful
– When does ice accrete, how much, how long?

• Past techniques for assessing icing inadequate
– Looking for irregularities in site wind measurements

– Measuring humidity (weakly correlated with icing)

– Using Environment Canada data for cloud cover and 
precipitation

• Crude criteria

• Ground stations are down in the valleys



Current Techniques: 

Ice Detection
• Ice detectors exist!

– Goodrich (formerly Rosemount), Instrumar, Labco, 

Vaisala

– Use resonant frequency, piezoelectric effect, 

conductivity measurements

• Are they appropriate for severe icing?

– A sensor that worked well disappeared from market

• Are they reliable? 

• Costly (~$4000) and need power



Developments in Ice Detection

• Improving reliability of certain sensors

• Comparison of different sensors so 
measurements from one can be referenced 
to another

• Niche market for aerospace companies: 
costs will remain high

• Could visibility measurements be used 
instead?



Future Techniques: Measurement 

of Droplet Spectrum
• If mass spectrum of supercooled water droplets 

was known, we might be able to estimate type and 

severity of accretion for an arbitrary structure

• Manual techniques exist: series of rotating 

cylinders

– Large droplets have higher inertia and will impact 

larger cylinders than small droplets

• Can this device be automated at a reasonable cost?



Future Techniques: Models for 

Shedding, Melting and 

Sublimation
• We will need to combine appropriate 

measurements (temperature, humidity, solar 

radiation, wind speed) and models to predict 

ice removal

– Melt off: solar radiation and temperature 

(easy?)

– Sublimation: humidity and temperature (easy?)

– Shedding: models from aircraft industry?


